
Session # 6 People

Student & Coach Preparation
- Watch this video online: 

- How to Have a Good Conversation | Celeste Headlee |  12:06 mins   https://youtu.be/
H6n3iNh4XLI.  You don’t need to learn how to look like you’re paying attention if you really are 
paying attention. Keep your mind open, talk to people, listen to people, and be prepared to be 
amazed!

- Listen to the 10 rules Celeste Headlee suggests. Which are you good at? Which can you work on? 
Why is this important to your success in life?

- Be prepared to share a Handshake experience so far that has made an impact on you

Purpose of Meeting
- Understanding the meaning of PEOPLE and the impact it has on success

Agenda (~1-2 hours)
I. Welcome from the Host (include description/background of host/host company; ~5 minutes)

II. Check-in (each individual with the whole group) (~ 10 minutes)
1. Introduce yourself: State your Name, School/Company, Sport.

2. State your mindset coming into the meeting (share something about your day, or recent 
happenings in your life).

3. Prepare to be in this moment, engaging and listening to others.

III. Quick Review of Handshake America’s Five Practices of Success (page 3/4) (~5 minutes)

IV. Discussion (page 5/6) (~30 minutes)

V. Activity (page 7/8) (~30 minutes) 

VI.  Quotes (page 9) (~15 minutes)
1. Take 5 minutes by yourself to review the Quotes on page 8. 

2. Privately write your favorite quote down on a piece of paper and give to the facilitator who will 
gather everyone’s favorite quote.

3. Once all favorites are turned in, share the quote you chose with the team and why you chose it.

4. Did everyone chose the same quote or different quotes?
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VII. Announcements (~ 10 minutes)

1. Announce any key accomplishments that have recently occurred amongst anyone present.
2. Now accepting 2020 Handshake Student applications! Spread the work to coachable junior 

student-athletes with grit. Information and application on website at: https://
www.handshakeamerica.org/students. Due November 15th.

3. Additional Special Scholarship opportunities will be available toward the end of the year. There 
may be one specifically for PEOPLE. Be thinking about your practice of PEOPLE and how it 
impacts success in you and others. Specific application information will be announced in 
November.

4. Now accepting 2020 Handshake Coach applications! All returning coaches please apply 
(follow instructions on the application for the short version) so we have a firm idea of who is 
planning to return. Please also recruit friends/colleagues/acquaintances. Information and 
application on website at: https://www.handshakeamerica.org/coaches. Due by October 25th.

VIII. Check-out (either in pairs or with the whole group) (~10 minutes)
1. What's one thing you took away from this session?

2. Do you have room to improve your PEOPLE skills?
3. How could you apply what you’ve learned into your daily life in order to practice PEOPLE?
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Review of The Five Practices of Success
PERSEVERANCE – is about not giving up. It’s more about stamina than intensity. It’s not just about 
working incredibly hard but staying the course, resisting temptation and recognizing there are no short- 
cuts in life. It’s being tough, strong, determined, courageous, and resolved. It’s realizing that life is not 
about going undefeated, but about learning from setbacks and bouncing back. Perseverance comes 
from your gut. How do we coach it? By standing by them, with them, and behind them; by being coaches 
and “cheerleaders”, and by witness of our own example. 

PASSION – is a steady feeling of enthusiasm in doing something. It’s waking up thinking of questions 
you fell asleep thinking about. You stay pointed in the same direction, eager to move forward and 
devoting your limited time and efforts toward it. Passion comes from your heart. How do we coach it? By 
challenging them to keep discovering and exploring different interests. As with all matters of the heart, 
they’ll know it when they find it. 

PASSION + PERSEVERANCE = GRIT = The key attribute for being a part of Handshake America. 

POSITIVITY – is a wide range of positive emotions – not just being happy. It’s an optimistic attitude that 
triggers positive emotions, open minds, and relaxed limbs. Like negativity, it has a long-term impact on 
your character, relationships, communities, environment, and personal trajectory – and it shapes our 
souls. Positivity comes from your mind. How do we coach it? By helping them realize that it’s a choice 
and a tough mental practice. They will begin to recognize how a positive mindset makes people stronger 
and more effective. 

PEOPLE – is knowing that you’re significantly influenced by the people around you. Good people bring 
you up and bad people bring you down. It includes who you choose to admire, read, watch, and listen to. 
It’s knowing the difference between ‘real’ friends and ‘counterfeit’ ones. It’s also being a good friend, 
family member, and teammate. People are those who surround you. How do we coach it? By being an 
excellent example of what a good friend/coach looks and acts like. Staying committed despite adversity, 
giving more than what is expected, and inciting others to higher levels. 

PRESENCE – is the poise and confidence that is the natural result of the other Practices. It’s being 
comfortable in your own skin and not trying to be someone else. It comes from knowing that you’re doing 
the right things and you’re prepared. It includes a firm handshake, combed hair, speaking clearly, good 
posture, arriving early, making conversation and sending ‘thank you’ notes. It’s also being respected by 
others. Presence is the total package. How do we coach it? First show them how much you care, then 
provide specific instruction. The truth may be uncomfortable, but if their coach doesn’t tell them, who 
will? 

Doug Probst - February 2019 
Credits: John Wooden/Lifetime of Observations and Reflections On and Off the Court; William J. Bennett/Book of Virtues; Henry Aaron/Speech 

to Handshake Students; Angela Duckworth/Grit: The Power of Passion & Perseverance; Walter Isaacson/Steve Jobs: A Biography; Barbara 

Fredrickson, PhD/Positivity: Top Notch Research Reveals the Upward Spiral That Will Change Your Life 
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Fredrickson, PhD/Positivity: Top Notch Research Reveals the Upward Spiral That Will Change Your Life 

Bringing it altogether…

YOU will reveal your grit with your perseverance to get through the tough times while you’re figuring out 
what your passions are that are driving that determination. 

You will inspire people with your positive mental attitude; you will surround yourself and associate with 
good people and begin to identify and separate yourself from the bad ones.

You will continue these practices, and because you are “coachable”, you will continue to benefit from 
being “coached”, learn from your experiences, and keep getting better, and better, and better. You will 
continue to develop and consequently have more poise and confidence every day because you know 
deep inside that you’re doing the right things. 

And with these virtues you’ll ultimately have a presence that will not just be noticed when you walk into 
a room but, more importantly, you’ll be more appreciated and respected by people when they get to 
know you, work with you, and live with you. 

For if you continue to practice the 5Ps we discuss over the year you will experience success. And you 
how you’ll know it? You’ll know it because the people who know you the best, love and respect you the 
most – and you will be living with no regrets because you’ve done your very best.
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PEOPLE Discussion Prompts

Facilitators: Lots of ‘meaty’ discussions to be had around the topic of PEOPLE. Please use the 
below concepts and discussion questions to encourage the group to go deep on their ideas/ 
experiences/thoughts and sharing them during this time. Spend at least 30 minutes on this 

discussion.

1. How would you summarize the message from the assigned video? If you reviewed any of the 
other videos or stories, what are your takeaways?

2. THE PEOPLE AROUND YOU
A common response from those who achieve greatness is their acknowledgement that they had 
great people around them. We believe that means the people above, below, beside, and with you.

a. Above you: good leaders, mentors, bosses, and coaches
b. Below you: people whose role is to support you

c. Beside you: people who are working along side you

d. With you: people who genuinely care about you
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
What are examples of four types of people around you (in sports and life)?
Who are these great people in your life?

How can you make sure they continue to stay “around” you?

3. YOUR PERSONAL “MOUNT RUSHMORE”
Mount Rushmore in South Dakota was sculpted to honor the roles of four U.S. presidents who 
played a significant role in the development of our country. There are likely people who played a 
significant role in the development of you.

DISCUSSION QUESTION:
Who would be on your “personal Mount Rushmore” and why are they on it?

4. THE IMPACT OF MOBILE PHONES
The mere presence of mobile phones inhibited the development of interpersonal closeness and trust. 
They diminished the extent to which individuals felt empathy and understanding from their partners.
- 2016 validation study published by Virginia Tech researchers

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
Why do you think the presence of mobile phones can have a negative impact on interpersonal 
relationships?

How could you improve your personal results?
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5. TRIBALISM
College graduates are beginning to cluster together—to work with each other, live near each other, 
socialize with each other, marry each other, have children just like each other’s children, starting a 
cycle over again. Consequently, they segregate from fellow citizens. They should resist this tendency 
and make special efforts to connect with those who have different backgrounds. It’s a shame to go 
through life with a narrow range of human interactions and all one can learn from those who are dif-
ferent from ourselves.

But over these last few years this new self-segregation has taken on a much more worrisome 
dimension. It’s no longer just a matter of Americans not knowing and understanding each other. 
We’ve seen these clusters deepen, and harden, until separation has led to anger, misunderstanding 
turned into hostility. At the individual level, it’s a formula for bitterness and negativity. For a self-
governing people, it’s poison. The grandest challenge for your leadership years may well be to re-
verse and surmount this threat.
People have begun to use the word “tribalism” to describe this phenomenon. To people who have 
only known freedom and self-government, it’s easy to forget that tribalism was the way of the world 
for most of history. Anthropologists long ago discovered that our humanoid ancestors formed tribes 
for survival, and responded violently to the presence of outsiders. Life in a tribe is easy, in all the 
wrong ways. You don’t have to think. Whatever the tribe thinks is right, whatever the other side thinks 
is wrong. There’s no real responsibility; just follow what the tribe, and whoever speaks for it, says to 
do. The men and women of Handshake America aren’t made for tribes.
- the President of Purdue University’s 2018 Commencement Address - adapted for Handshake 
America

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
Have you ever felt you were part of a “tribe”?

How does the Handshake America program help address “self-segregation”?
How could you connect with those with different backgrounds?
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Activity

Purpose of both of these Activities: Recognize the importance of PEOPLE in your lives…the impact 
they make on you and the impact you make on them. Understand the importance of inspiring and 
influencing others which is part of the Handshake America mission.

WRITE THANK YOU NOTES 
Handshake Coaches share their opinions and experiences with the students of people who write thank 
you notes and those who don’t write one at all. What impact has it had?

Have each student write a Thank You note to a person who has recently helped them (or perhaps 
someone on their personal Mount Rushmore) using Handshake America Thank You cards provided or 
other thank you note cards. 

Handshake Students commit to either mailing or hand-delivering their thank you note.

PRACTICE INSPIRING & INFLUENCING OTHERS
Handshake America Mission Statement:
Create life-coaching relationships with gritty student-athletes to help them                                                                                            
realize their potential for success and inspire them to influence others.

Students, what benefits have you found so far in being part of the Handshake America Program? Do you 
think this program could be impactful to others and make a difference in their lives? Who are they…
actually picture their names and faces. Discuss this amongst the group.

As you grow as leaders, inspiring and influence others will be essential to your success. Just like 
athletics, you need to practice these skills. It takes preparation, action, and follow up.

Challenge: 
Practice inspiring and influencing others by inviting current junior student-athletes to apply for the 2020 
Handshake Program. 
Take some time right now with your coach to plot out the following:
1. Prepare a list of at least three junior student-athletes you think would be a fit with the Program and/or 

commit to asking your school if you can hold an open information session
2. Prepare what to say:

a. Share your personal experience with the Handshake Program
b. Share the impact it’s had on you so far and potential benefit down the road
c. Share why you think it might be a good fit for them
d. Encourage them to apply
e. Provide them the details of how and by when to apply (https://www.handshakeamerica.org/

students)
f. Ask them to put your name on the application as their referral (so you get credit…see below 

incentive)
3. Be available to answer questions
4. Follow up to ensure they apply by November 15th

Special Recognition will be give to those who best able to “influence others” to apply for the HA Program. 
We will discuss the experiences observed of trying to influence others at our next session (Presence).
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NAME CHALLENGE
We feel more valued and respected when someone remembers our name. We feel more engaged in a 
conversation when someone uses our name. “A person's name is to him or her the sweetest and most 
important sound in any language,” writes Dale Carnegie in his classic book How to Win Friends and 
Influence People. 

Everyone take off their name tag if you have one on. Challenge each Student and Coach to write down 
the name of everyone in the room without the help from anyone. Ask the people who got the most 
correct to explain how they did it and discuss ways to remember names (don’t accept “I’m just good with 
names” - ask them if they know everyone’s name on their sports team?). 

After the discussion, have everyone reintroduce themselves and take the challenge again. Celebrate the 
improvement.
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PEOPLE Resources
VIDEOS

1. How to Have a Good Conversation | Celeste Headlee |  12:06 mins   https://youtu.be/
H6n3iNh4XLI.  You don’t need to learn how to look like you’re paying attention if you really are paying 
attention. Keep your mind open, talk to people, listen to people, and be prepared to be amazed!

2. Aaron Doughty: How to Connect With Anyone: This Realization Changed My Life   6:02   
https://youtu.be/5pBHKMcqYi4.  Drop the labels before engaging with someone.

3. Simon Sinek on Learning How Not to Manage People   4:14 mins  https://youtu.be/dnbf2pqyeQo. 
 We need empathy up and down the chain of command to feel safe.

4. Simon Sinek Q & A: How Do Cell Phones Impact Our Relationships   12:57 mins   https://
youtu.be/R0xYCy2eft8.  Faulty thinking that satisfaction in life, friendship, and fulfillment, happen 
immediately and they don’t…it takes time and unbelievable hard work.  We need to change the 
behavior to change the thinking.

QUOTES

1. Show me your friends and I’ll show you your future

2. Stop hanging around people who support your bad habits. Instead surround yourself with people who 
want you to succeed and push you to do so.

3. Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much - Helen Keller

4. To go fast go alone; to go far go together - African Proverb

5. The most important single ingredient in the formula of success is knowing how to get along with 
people - Teddy Roosevelt

6. Hire for attitude, train for skills

7. Keep courtesy and consideration for others foremost in your mind

8. Laugh with others, never at them

9. A good leader takes a little more share of the blame, a little less share of the credit - Arnold H. 
Glascow

10.A leader should never forget that everyone needs encouragement. And everyone that receives is 
changed by it - John Maxwell
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